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NEW SEMESTER, NEW LOOK
The BG News has pepped up its image with a new design created by our team of student
designers. A little more orange never hurt anyone.

BACK IN A BIG WAY
Get to know Richard
Edwards, new Bowling
Green Mayor, and his
history with the University.
See CITY on PAGE 7

An indeoencfent student press serving trie campus and surounding community
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SENDING YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

Council
swears in
student

WAYS TO

START

ByAL.AIu.h.ff
Social Media Editor

THE SEMESTER

With a smile on his
face and his family snapping pictures, senior Daniel
Gordon was sworn
in as the 1st Ward
city council mem- Daniel
ber Tuesday night, Gordon
marking the first Senior
time in two decades that a student
won an election.
Gordon beat out former incumbent Mark Hollenbaugh by a margin of 28 votes in November.
"I think [Gordon] will bringa
fresh perspective to city council," said John Zanfardino,
2nd Ward incumbent and city
council president.
As both a student and a native,
Gordon can relate to both groups
and help negotiate any tensions
between the two, Zanfardino said.
Gordon said he is not concerned about juggling both
responsibilities of being a student and council member.
"I'm actually taking less credit

1

From the basics such as eating and navigating campus, to the complex, like paying tuition and finding
the best deal for your text books, the beginning of the semester brings changes and challenges. The BG
News gathered some information so you can spend more time focusing on maintaining New Year's resolutions and less time researching the right way to start the spring semester.

RUSH TO THE REC

BUY AND
SELL
BOOKS
If you forgot to sell your books
at fall semester's close, don't
worry—it isn't too late.

CONSTRUCTION
COMPLETE FOR NOW

MEAL PLAN'
ROLLOVER
FUNDS

The dawn of a new
semester opens pathways
to artistic productions,
meals and even some
walking space near
Kreischer residence hall.

Your meal plan was
replenished this week and
any funds you didn't use last
semester have been added
to your grand total.

The new year is a
time for resolutions
for many, and losing
weight tends to be a
popular goal.

Check with the Bursar to make
sure you have handled any balances
in your account to avoid losing
privileges as a student.

START
SECURELY

See GORDON | Page 7

Administration, faculty union to
complete contract within one year
ByAlln.Wldm.n
Managing Editor

The administration and faculty
union signed an agreement Dec,
If negotiating a collective bar- IS known as a Mutually Agreed
gaining contract Is likened to a Dispute Settlement Procedure,
race, the finish line Is now In sight according to an email sent by the
for the University's administra- Faculty Association on Dec. 16.
The agreement allowed both
tion and faculty union.
The two parties' bargaining sides to determine their bargainteams recently committed to ing schedule without having one
negotiating their first contract by imposed by the State Employment
Relations Board, said Andy
lulyl.
Bargaining sessions between Schocket, Faculty Association
the Faculty Association and communications director.
"This is big for us because first
administration began July 2011,
which gives both sides nearly one contracts typically take 18 to 24
months to negotiate, but ours will
year to finalize a contract.
"It's ambitious, but we think be completed in under a year,"
the ambition is important," said Schocket said. "For both sides to
Pat Pauken, vice provost for gov- commit to this is really positive
ernance and faculty relations. because of course we want a con"We're optimistic for a productive tract sooner than later."
Until that contract is comspring, and the common goal is a
contract that's beneficial for the plete, faculty and administrators
individuals involved, as well as
See CONTRACT | Page 6
the institution as a whole."

UNIVERSITY'S COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING TIMELINE
10100«t. JOi A majority of faculty vote in
support of unionizing
Nov. Hi The independent vote is certified
by the State Employment Relations Board
aoiiFeb. 2Si The Faculty Association
approves a new constitution as a union
March Hi Oho Senate Bill 5, which would
elmrate faculty unions, is signed into law.
June lit The Faculty Association
announces its negotiating team.
June IOI Ohioans collect enough
signatures for a SB5 referendum on
the November ballot, known as Issue 2.
Collective bargaining continues.
July 1»i First bargaining session
between administration and faculty.
July 2ff i The administration announces
its negotiating team.
Nov. ti Issue 2 is defeated - 61 "no." 39
"yes" — and collective bargaining continues in Ohio.
Dec. 15: The administration and Faculty
Association sign a Mutually Agreed
Dispute Settlement Procedure and set a
contract deadline of July 1,2012.

Former student dies during
winter break
Lucas Marquardt. a former student of the
University, died Jan. I.

Marquardt. 22, of Westerville. Ohio, withdrew
from the University as a sophomore in spring
2010. said Jen Sobolewski. communication specialist at the University.
He was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity as a student.
Several students at the University discussed
his death through posts on Facebook and Twitter
during winter break.
"Once a Pike, Always a Pike. Rest in peace
Brother Lucas Marquardt." was posted by
BGPikes on Twitter.

Donations can be made to the Lucas
Marquardt Memonal Fund at any PNC Bank
location. Proceeds will be used to help the
mentally ill

Falcons fly over Buckeyes

Goals give new opportunities

The BG hockey team defeated the
Ohio State Buckeyes on Saturday
and Sunday with shootouts both
nights. | PAGE 8

Forum Editor Stephan Reed
shares experiences at the Rec
and offers encouragement for
the new year. | PAGE 4

showing crime
trends during break.
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Bar Charts & Reference
Books Extra 10% Off

Sophomore Joseph Monroe. 20. died Dec.
13, according to an email sent by University
President Mary Ellen Mazey that night.
He was from Wadswortk II. and was a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, aerating to the emai

Funeral services were Dec. 19 in
Wadsworth, III.
Donations can be made to the St. Patrick
School Scholarship Fund or the Carmel High
School Scholarship Fund

Whats your New Year's resolution?
Date every girl
on campus

••

J.D.CAUDILL
Junior, Musical Theatre

i Get 4x6
for just
I

1 Subject Notebooks .89$

Police continue investigating
fraternity house death

Pi Kappa Alpha hosted a candlelight vigil the
night of Monroe's death in the Conklin courtyard.

Junior Xavier Crawford. 22, of Euclid, Ohio,
died in the hospital from complications of an

Interactive blotter

A fund in Crawford's name was created to
help pay lor the funeral, according to a campus
update Donations can be made at any Key
Bank under "donations for Xavier Crawford."

Poke ate still investigating the incident,
according to the email.

Student dies of
complications from illness

FORUM

Crawford was a pre-physical major
m the College of Education and Human
Development, according to the email.

Monroe was found dead at the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity house after a 911 call was made
at 450pm Dec 13.said RobinGerrow.chief
communications officer at the University.

Funeral services were Sunday in Westerville.

SPORTS

"We are grieved once agam lo learn of the death
ot one of our students," Mazey said in the email

Funeral services were Dec. 22 m Euclid.

He "succumbed to the disease of
Schizophrenia" after battling it for years,
according to his obituary on legacy.com.

BGNEWS.COM
Visit our site
Tuesday for a map

illness on Dec 14. according to an email sent by
University President Mary Ellen Mazey.
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FRIDAY NIGHTS
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welcome back students
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DJ MANNY

visit us tonight!

18& Up * 21 & over FREE-

BLOTTER
SUN., JAN. 1
1212 A.M.
David T. Powell. 23, of North
Baltimore. Ohio, was arrested
for operating a vehicle
impaired within the 1600 block
of Clough St.

12:13 A.M.
A male was observed with an
open container of alcohol within the 200 block of N. Main St.
It was reported that when he
saw the officer, he ran off.

12:48 A.M.
Joshua Lee Shellenberg. 26.
of Findlay, was arrested for
theft within the 100 block
of N. Prospect St. He allegedly stole a can of Heineken
beer and a six pack of Bud
Light beer. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center.

1:25 A.M.
Jason B. Villegas, 21, of Toledo,
was arrested for criminal
damaging near East Poe and
North Main streets. He allegedly knocked off the mirror
of a vehicle, and the damage
is estimated at $500. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.

1:34 A.M.
Eric Bryan Thorgeirson. 26, of
Findlay. was arrested for disorderly conduct/fighting within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

1:52 A.M.
Francisco Jesus Page, 24. of
Defiance, Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting
within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

1:59 A.M.
Kristen Renee Stryker, 21. of
Garrett. Ind.. was cited for
disorderly conduct/interfering with others within the 100
block of N. Main St. She allegedly threw a beer bottle off a
balcony, which struck someone
on the sidewalk.

2:03 A.M.
Marijane R. Tripp. 24. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for disorderly conduct/unable
to care for self and was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center. The location where
the arrest took place was not
provided.

within the 1000 block of N.
Grove St. The damage is valued at about $400.

2:12 A.M.
Barry Ellis Wyatt. 54, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for assault within the 1000
block of N. Main St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.

1:47 P.M.
A ladies' blue and white baypoint bicycle was reported
stolen within the 1500 block of
Clough St. sometime between
1:15 p.m. on Dec. 31 and the
time of report. The bike is
worth $100.

2:53 A.M.
Rory ST. Sheeks. 21. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for felonious assault within the 100
block of N. Main St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.

2:58 P.M.
Two vehicles were reported
damaged within the 500 block
of E. Merry Ave. One vehicle's
left rear tail light was reportedly kicked out. causing about
$150 in damage. The other's
right rear quarter panel was
reportedly kicked out. causing
about $500 in damage.

2:59 A.M.
Matthew A. Nicholas. 23, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 1000 block of N.
Main St.

4:43 A.M.
Michael D. Jude. 19, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal trespass, burglary
and criminal tools within the
300 block of Campbell Hill;
Nicholas Joel Hobbs. 20,
of Toledo, was arrested for
criminal trespass and burglary; Rian Montez Manning.
• 19. of Toledo, was arrested
for burglary; and a juvenile
was arrested for complicity.
The juvenile was transported
to the Juvenile Detention
Center and Jude. Hobbs and
Manning were transported
to the Wood County Justice
Center.

10:42 A.M.
Joshua Lee Shellenberg, 26.
of Findlay. was arrested for
criminal trespass within the 200
block of N. Prospect St.

10:18 A.M.
Complainant reported a large
tear in the front driver side
tire of a vehicle within the 200
block of E. Napoleon Road.
The complainant was unable to
tell if it was slashed or if it was
just normal wear and tear. The
tire is valued at about $100

12:55 P.M.
A black male dressed as a
female was reported to have
stolen a carton of cigarettes.
valued at about $60. within the
1600 block of E. Wooster St.

2:38 A.M.
Alexander Walker Pidcock. 20.
of Sylvania. Ohio, was arrested
for criminal damaging and
underage under the influence
of alcohol within the 100 block
of N. Prospect St. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.

3:48 A.M.
Matthew D Guilford. 20. of
Hicksville, Ohio, was arrested
for criminal trespass and
underage under the influence
within the 900 block of N.
Summit St. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center

,

1:59 A.M.
Jamie-Laine N. Cooper. 19. of
Waterville. was cited for operating a vehicle impaired near
East Evers and North Prospect
streets. She was also arrested
for possession of drug paraphernalia, which was reported
to be a blue and green glass
pipe with an odor of burnt marijuana.

1:28 P.M.
Bradley Todd Carpenter. 31.
of Perrysburg, was cited for
assault within the 1900 block of
E. Gypsy Lane Road.

MON., JAN. 2

7:07 P.M.
Complainant reported telephone harassment within the
1500 block of S. Orleans Ave.
after receiving an anonymous
call at 4:34 p.m. ..**.

12:10 P.M.
Complainant reported a mailbox was pushed over, a realtor
"for sale" sign was damaged
and the front of a house was
egged within the 600 block of
Hiilcrest Drive. The sign and
egging damages were valued
at $50 and $150. respectively.

7:40 P.M.
Darius Washington, 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
drug abuse/marijuana and drug
paraphernalia near Clough and
Cnm streets.

TUES., JAN. 3
10:13 A.M.
Complainant reported a stolen
wallet within the 700 block
of S. Main St. He believes
it might have been stolen in
Toledo on Dec. 30. and he has
been informed that withdrawals
were made from his account.

THURS., JAN. 5
9:24 A.M.
Complainant reported hearing
noises outside his house within
the 100 block of Larchwood
Drive two nights prior and
assumed they came from an
animal. The previous morning.
he found pry marks and foot-

11:52 A.M.
Complainant reported a back
glass door kicked and spidered

Bowlinq Green

441 Frazee Ave, Suite A
Bowling Green, OH 43402

PREGNANCYMCENTER

All Services are Free and Confidential:

(419)354-4673
www.bgpc.org
Mon and Wed 12pm-7pm | Tuts and Thur lOam-Spm | Friday I2pm-3pm

FRL, JAN. 6

2:17 A.M.
Jeremiah J. Nazum. 24.
of Indianapolis. Ind.. was
cited for disorderly conduct
near East Evers and North
Prospect streets. He was
reported to be kicking a
parked vehicle's left headlight
and hood.

2:48 A.M.
Michael A. Irick. 19, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating
a vehicle impaired near East
Wooster and Williams streets.

12:11A.M.
Andres J. Manzanares. 18. of
Perrysburg. was cited for underage possession of alcohol near
South College and 5th streets.

2:21 A.M.
Shane A. Hunter Jr.. 22. of
Rossford. was cited for operating a vehicle impaired within the
100 block of Clough St.

3:11 P.M.
Timothy D. Picklesimon. 26. of
Woodstock. Ohio, was arrested
for theft at Walmart and lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center

4:05 P.M.
A vehicle's hood was reported
dented within the 800 block of
4th St.. causing an estimated
$400 in damage. It is speculated the damage could have
taken place on New Year's Eve.

7:49 P.M.
Antawon J. Rivers. 25, of
Toledo, was taken to the Wood
County Justice Center on a
Wood County Sheriff's Office
warrant from the 1500 block of
Clough St.

11:39 P.M.
Aaron M. Almanza, 22. of
Hamler. Ohio, was cited for
open container of alcohol In
City Lot 4.

SUN., JAN. 8
2:23 P.M.
Darrell Reed II, 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for two
counts of theft and criminal
damaging at Walmart; and
Craig Lamar Gibson. 21. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for theft and possession of
drug paraphernalia at Walmart.
Reed allegedly cut a Samsung
Boost cell phone out of its
package and concealed it as
he walked out of the store. He
also allegedly stole another
cell phone the previous day.
Gibson was alleged to be
Reed's lookout during the
shoplifting and was observed
to have a marijuana pipe in his
coat pocket. Both were lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center.

5:33 P.M.
George A. Donaldson III, 29. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana; and
Kevin Jamil Donaldson. 28. of
the Bronx, NY, was arrested
for drug abuse and transported
to the Wood County Justice
Center. An arrest location was
not provided.

12:12 A.M.
Daniel C. Loera, 36. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for menacing within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

12:19 A.M.
Alexandra K. Martin. 20. of g
Bowling Green, was cited for
nuisance party within the 500
block of E Reed St.

1:23 A.M.
A vehicle was reported to
have its passenger side mirror
knocked off along with its windshield cracked within the 100
block of N. Main St.

2:24 A.M.
Tyler L Johnston. 20. of Grand
Rapids. Ohio, was arrested for
burglary and underage under
the influence of alcohol within
the 500 block of Ridge St He
allegedly broke an apartment
window.

N ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
^J complete blotter list.

Beer and Cigarettes at State Minimum

■ Accurate Information
about Abortion
Procedures and Risks

• Pregnancy Testing
• Limited Obstetrical
Ultrasound
• Accurate Pregnancy
Information on all Options
■Confidential Peer
Consultation

PLEASE CALL EOH AN APPOINTMENT.

10:56 P.M.

8:27 P.M.
Tad William Tvnon. 18, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
within the 900 block of 3rd St.

3:23 A.M.
John W. Arnold. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination near
North Enterprise and Pike
streets.

A vehicle's driver's side outer
mirror was reportedly knocked
off sometime between 11 p.m.
on Dec. 31 and 3:30 p.m. on
Jan. 1 within the 2100 block of
E. Wooster St.

SAT., JAN. 7
3:58 P.M.
Complainant reported an Xbox.
a Playstation 3 and $350 worth
of DVDs and video games
stolen within the 300 block of S
Main St.

Jessica L. Ray. 23, of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia near South College
and 3rd streets.

WED., JAN. 4

4:07 P.M.

prints at the window.

10:46 A.M.
Complainant reported the
back hatch window of his
vehicle broken out within the
500 block of Conneaut Ave.
sometime overnight. The damage is valued at about $400.

8:37 P.M.
Denise N. Gotich. 42. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for domestic violence
within the 500 block of N.
Wintergarden Road. She was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.

4:04 P.M.
Daniel C. Loera, 36, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly conduct/unable to care
for self near North Main and
Clay streets. He was allegedly
stumbling in and out of traffic and was transported to the
Wood County Justice Center.

TEXT "CLAZEL" TO 87415

• Birth Control Information
• Mentoring

• Community Referrals

" HC.t'i: does not refer for or provide abortions

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving

BGSU Students Sine* 1978.
HONEST. FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY
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Party Supplies,
Condoms, Cig, Beer
All that $#*%
Sold Here

Slushies

Lottery

Cigars

h

CAMPUS

Monday, January 9 i Tmsday. Januaiy 10,201? 3

111 ENCLAVE
THE

scan & like

sign a fall lease by January 31 & be entered to win
2 tickets for an overnight stay at Kalahari Waterpark

private shuttle to BCSU campus + fully furnished + washer & dryer included + 24-hr computer center with free printing + individual leases
bgstudenthousing.com | 419.353.5100 | 706 Napoleon Rd
LIMITED T1MI ONLY | Sll OFFICE FOR DETAILS I RATES, FEES. DEAOLINES AND UTILITIES INCLUDED ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE I lH AN AMERICAN CAWFUt OBMMUWW fi) &
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET mat's your New Year's resolution?
so late.

H To look like
astarvtng
model.
»

To not get sick

•• Tousethe

••To not stay up

gym more

JJ

often.

JJ

K£ VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
your own late on
People On The

LAUREN O'BRIEN

BIONNA BURTON
• Sophomore.

ANDREW KUlfDGE
Sophomore,
Economics

LOGAN CYPHER

Sophomore;

1

i a suggestion for

i question.' GOT us your

FasfHorif'

A ROUGH REMINDER

you kNow.VvEREAuy
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44 MAN,

WHtVTD yOUMEAM
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THAT REALLY

STARTS MY
SEMESTER"
THEB6NEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH

rAYLOBWILKfS i 'HI RGNfA".

WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO

Don't give up on your New Year's resolutions

MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.

During the first semester, 1
became comfortable with
the "regulars" at the Student
Recreation Center, but as the
new year brings a flood of resolutions, the Rec will be flooded
with new patrons.
One of the most popular
New Year's resolutions is to lose
weight, so what better place to
start than the Rec? It's free (well,
we have already paid for it) and
the facility offers pretty much
ewrything for anyone trying to
get in shape.
But the Rec doesn't offer
one key ingredient to weight
loss: commitment.
Don't let your resolution tall
apart. Follow through with
your plan, whether you want to
shed 10 pounds, swear a little
less or stop drinking. As long as
your resolution has a positive
impact on your life, go for it
with full steam.
The days leading up to New

Year's Eve, 1 heard plenty of
people talk about their tailed
resolutions from years past
"I just didn't have time" or
"I'm just too lazy" were the
most common excuses.
Well, 1 have a quote from
MotleyI-itness.com (an enthusiastic yoga trainer's webpage)
that responds well to these
people: "Exercise or find the
time to be ill."
I know many of us are busy
college students, with schedules full of classes, jobs and
partying, but we should set
aside time to become healthier this year and every year. It's
not impossible.
And for those who take
the proactive choice and
step foot into the Rec, don't
be nervous. The people in
there weren't always physically fit. Everyone starts
from square one.
This is actually a great time
for the nervous gym goers to
start their routines, because half
the people in there are new and
are slightly self-conscious. The
average person will not pass
judgment on other patrons, so
a new person is even less likely

Now that everyone has
returned from the Christmas
— sorry, "holiday" — break,
it's time to be re-immersed
in classes, assignments
and lectures.
The goal of this laborious and costly exertion is a

diploma, which should indicate a fundamental level of
expertise in some area.
With today's proliferation
of knowledge and specialties accompanied by a corresponding expansion of
majors, choosing a field of
study can be challenging.
During my last class for the
semester, I tell students how
to become rich. First, find
something you love. Second,
make sure people need it.

So. after the thousands of dollars I have already paid to
obtain my college education. I have to pay $35 to graduate? Was my $40,000 not enough? The one major lesson
I learned is that people will nickel and dime you to death
if they can get away with it.
-GRIEVING GRADUATE..
Why do professors assign homework before classes begin? Talk about an intimidation tactic. Because of this, I
instantly hate you as a professor Break was short enough
and you had to end it a week early. My grudge toward
you will be held throughout the whole semester.
-PRE-CLASS CURSING
I am finally excited for a new semester to begin, and
everyone I work with comes down with pink-eye Now
instead of chatting up the lovely ladies in my classes. I
will be sitting in the back of the room incognito trying
not to spread it. Thanks, guys
-PINK-EYED AND PEEVED
To my roommates. I understand that I am the maid of the
house, but you guys can clean up after yourselves while
I'm gone. There were three bowls in the sink and when I
came home aftei three weeks, the same bowls were there.
Unless you want to split rent with the ants and fungus
you invited over. I suggest you guys clean sometime.
-CLEAN UP YOUR ACT

"People should always try and better
themselves, but sometimes they lose
motivation. The new year gives people
inspiration to start a new path..." •••
when out of his or her element.
And to the regular Rec goers
who are continuing their normal routines, make the new
people feel welcome.
At the very least, don't make
them feel uncomfortable.
If somebody is wandering
around in the depths of the
facility, looking for the pool or
the racquetball courts, lead
them in the right path. They
will remember you for it.
When I first started going
to the Rec regularly. I had this
idea in my head that everyone was thinking "Look at the
fat kid trying to be like us."
However, this wasn't even
close to the truth.
One day, I was sitting in the
sauna (letting out some steam)
and I started talking to an older
gentlemen. I told him my fat
loss convictions, and he said he
was proud of me.

I still remember him to this
day telling me not to give up on
my goalBe someone's inspiration.
Give them the confidence
they need to stick with
their resolution.
People should always try and
better themselves, but sometimes they lose motivation. The
new year gives people inspiration to start a new path and
work toward becoming a better
person, whether it be physically or mentally.
There is a sense of satisfaction when completing a resolution and that satisfaction will
become a building block for
more challenging goals.
Let this new year be your
building block to a better life.

Respond to Steplian at
thenews@bgnews.com

Be honest, true
ith your emotions Math, science career paths not emphasized

Emotions: those thoughts
and feelings that make us
human. If these biological
sentiments are as familiar
to us as blinking or walking
to class, then why are we so
afraid to express them?

Yes, I know most of us offer
a hurried "1 love you" after our
parents call. We tell our significant others how much we
love or hate them (although
with some couples it's as predictable as Bowling Green's
weather). We post heart symbols all over Facebook like it's
going out of style.
SeeTARA|Page5
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"Many satisfying and rewarding
careers are the result of rigorous
preparation, so choose your majors
with care and with an eye on your
future hiring potential."
Third, make sure they're
willing to pay for it. It's simple but not easy.
There's a lot of advice
about career planning these

days. "Follow your passion"
is one of the more common
See PHIL | PageS
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These are usually also in response lo a
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or the Bowling Green area Two submissions per month maximum
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Guest Columns are printed as space on
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for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

with the subject line marked "Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column' All submissions are sub|ect to review and editing for length and clanty before printing
The editor may change the headlines to
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"Money won't buy
happiness, but I've
yet to see a poor,

From Page 4

bromides being bandied
about. It sounds deceitdestitute, yet
fully simple.
It's also incomplete and
happy person."
misleading.
Sometime,
somehow, The number decreased to 30
somewhere, we will be faced percent for those who were
with obtaining the necessi- prepared for college level science courses.
ties of life.
The consequences are
It takes money to secure
these things. Money won't serious.
buy happiness, but I've yet
As a nation, we are
to see a poor, destitute, yet becoming increasingly relihappy person. And some ant on the international
careers are more financially community for our computational, scientific and
rewarding than others.
This leads to STEM — engineering expertise.
This does not portend well
an acronym for Science,
Technology, Engineering for our future.
When
Sputnik
was
and Mathematics.
It's no secret our nation launched in October 1957,
is falling behind in these the shock and embarareas. It's also no secret that rassment in America was
the enrollment of American almost palpable.
The Soviet success inspired
students in these areas is
an entire generation to puralso falling.
The
United
States sue STEM careers.
These people have retired
Department of Education
states that while the num- and their successors are also
ber of college graduates retiring. Who will take their
increased by about 29 per- place? At the risk of provokcent between 2001 and 2009, ing some of my liberal arts,
the number of graduates with education and business colengineering degrees rose by leagues, it won't be graduates
only 19 percent. The num- with liberal arts, education or
ber with computer science or business degrees.
A career in STEM is not
information science degrees
for everyone. But the option
actually fell by 14 percent.
Why the decline? Part of should not be ignored merethe problem seems to be the ly because the preparation
difficult and abstract nature is arduous. Many satisfying
of introductory courses in and rewarding careers are
the result of rigorous prepathese areas.
Part of the blame has ration, so choose your majors
to be borne by some high with care and with an eye on
schools that do not prepare your future hiring potential.
A recent op-ed piece in the
students for the basic challenges of college academics. Wall Street Journal noted a
And part of the problem lies growing demand for workwith the lack of effort by ers with unmarketable skills
who can be retrained into
college students.
Richard Arum of New York fields such as plumbing, elecUniversity and Jospia Roksa trical and auto mechanics.
In response, a letter to
of the University of Virginia
found that students in their the editor noted that there
sample studied only 12 to 13 are plenty of workers with
hours a week, half the num- unmarketable skills today —
liberal arts graduates.
ber of hours spent in 1960.
The writer closed by
Students today are not
twice as smart, nor are their observing that the marcourses twice as easy as 50 ket will soon teach them
what their guidance
years ago.
A 2011 report by ACT (the counselors and college
people who write the test) professors didn't.
states only 45 percent of 2011
high school graduates who
Respond to Phil at
took the ACT test were prethenews@bgnews.com
pared for college level math.
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Why then, I wonder, is it
hard to tell those we aren't
related to or romantically
involved with how we feel?
Why are we not honest with
people about how we feel?
Why do our opinions about
people change if others
think differently?
Being a girl who has survived the horrors of high
school and a yeai-and-a-half
of collegiate activity, I am very
familiar with the ways some
people interact and the dangerous game they play with
their emotions.
I'd see three girls chatting
away, makingastrong case for
becoming women's answer to
the Three Musketeers.
However, my musings
about what a great friendship this trio enjoys is quickly
interrupted when one of the
girls left. Like a clinical case

of bipolar disorder, the two
remainders unleashed their
less than obvious hatred for
the deserter.
"Look at her outfit," "I
can't believe she's talking to
him," and "God, I hate her"
were some of the comments
I overheard.
The difference between
talking to the girl and talking
behind her back were enough
to give me whiplash.
Guys are no different to
the newly popularized word
"frenemie." They might claim
they like the new guy who
moved in down the lull, but
if others don't approve of him,
their opinions make a 180.
These gossipers were
expressing their emotions,
yes, but not in the right way.
If you like your friend, then
like her. Don't flip-flop your
feelings just because your
social atmosphere changes.
Don't approve of someone? That's fine. If everybody liked everybody, then

"The best thing
about emotions
is that you have
the option of not
spreading it."
the essential elements of
conflict and competition
would be lost. It's hard but
try to keep it to yourself.
The best thing about emotions is that you have the
option of not spreading it.
On the brighter side of the
sentiments scale, there are
those feelings of unrequited
love. We all undoubtedly go
through that painstaking task
"falling for someone and not
telling them.
We talk to our friends
and wonder "does he or she
like me?"
Sadly, some go through
their lives without gathering
the courage to tell someone
how they really feel. Good

business relationships, great
friendships or even happy
marriages can arise if people
just talked from their heart
and not from their head.
Tell them. Emotions,
like falling in love, can be
the greatest sensation in
the world.
On the flip side, emotions
can also be torture if you don't
handle them correctly.
If you dislike someone,
keep it to yourself. Most of
the time, hurting others only
hurts yourself.
If you like someone, don't
start disliking them just
because others do. Stay true
to yourself.
If you love someone, tell
them.
Whether it's for the first
time, or the millionth time,
everyone deserves to hear
that they are loved.

Respond to Tarn at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Best Prices on
New & Used
Textbooks
We pay cash for your
books year round!

When you add 200 Falcon Dollars to your
plan you get an additional 20!*
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EXTENDED
HOURS
Starting Jan. 10
Tuesday, Jan 10
9am - 9pm
Wednesday, Jan 11
9am - 8pm
Thursday, Jan 12
9am - 7pm
Friday, Jan 13
9am - 5:30 pm

AiPad

DINING#Ol

Saturday, Jan 14
9am - 5 pm
Buy a Commuter or Faculty/
Staff Meal Plan today to
enter the iPad Giveaway!
Sim pie enough!
How does h work?

o
©
©
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Textbook Rental
Available in
Store and Online

Sunday, Jan 15
12pm - 5pm
Monday, Jan 16
)am - 7pm
Jan 17

_ _

Go to www.dineoncarapus.com/Dgsu and
purchase a Commuter or Faculty/ Staff Plan.
MasterCard
You're then entered into the drawing for
the iPad Giveaway!
Enjoy the new semester and eat on campus
at the new Oaks and Carillon Place Dining
Centers! The drawing will be on Feb. 29th.

But I live on campus and already have a Meal Plan.
Adding a Commuter Plan to youi residential plan gives you
mote opportunities to eat at places like The Oaks and
Carillon Place!
www.dineoncamput.com/bgsu
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's your New Year's resolution?
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WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.

Don't give up on your New Year's resolutions

So. after the thousands of dollars I have already paid to
obtain my college education. I have to pay J55 to graduate? Was my $40,000 not enough? The one major lesson
I learned is that people will nickel and dime you to death
they can get away with it.
-GRIEVING GRADUATE, *•»»•*.
why do professors assign homework before classes begin? Talk about an intimidation tactic. Because of this. I
instantly hate you as a professor. Break was short enough
and you had to end it a week early My grudge toward
you will be held throughout the whole semester.
-PRE-CLASS CURSING
I am finally excited for a new semester to begin, and
everyone I work with comes down with pink-eye. Now
instead of chatting up the lovely ladies in my classes. I
will be sitting in the back of the room incognito trying
not to spread it. Thanks, guys.
-PINK-EYED AND PEEVED
To my roommates, I understand that I am the maid of the
house, but you guys can clean up after yourselves while
I'm gone. There were three bowls in the sink and when I
came home after three weeks, the same bowls were there.
Unless you want to split rent with the ants and fungus
you invited over. I suggest you guys clean sometime.
-CLEAN UP YOUR ACT

During the first semester, I
became comfortable with
the "regulars" at the Student
Recreation Center, but as the
new year brings a flood of resolutions, the Rec will be flooded
with new patrons.
One of the most popular
New Year's resolutions is to lose
weight so what better place to
start than the Rec? Ifs free (well,
we have already paid for it) and
the facility offers pretty much
everything for anyone trying to
get in shape.
But the Rec doesn't offer
one key ingredient to weight
loss: commitment.
Don't let your resolution fall
apart Follow through with
your plan, whether you want to
shed 10 pounds, swear a little
less or stop drinking. As long as
your resolution has a positive
impact on your life, go for it
with fuD steam
The days leading up to New

Year's Eve, 1 heard plenty of
people talk about their failed
resolutions from years past
"1 just didn't have time" or
"I'm just too lazy" were the
most common excuses.
WeD. I have a quote from
MotleyFitness.com (an enthusiastic yoga trainer's webpage)
that responds well to these
people: "Exercise or find the
time to be ill."
I know many of us are busy
college students, with schedules full of classes, jobs and
partying, but we should set
aside time to become healthier this year and every year. Ifs
not impossible.
And for those who take
the proactive choice and
step foot into the Rec, don't
be nervous. The people in
there weren't always physically fit. Everyone starts
from square one.
This is actually a great time
for the nervous gym goers to
start their routines, because half
the people in there are new and
are slightly self-conscious. The
average person will not pass
judgment on other patrons, so
a new person is even less likely

Now that everyone has
returned from the Christmas
— sorry, "holiday" — break,
it's time to be re-immersed
in classes, assignments
and lectures.
The goal of this laborious and costly exertion is a

diploma, which should indicate a fundamental level of
expertise in some area.
With today's proliferation
of knowledge and specialties accompanied by a corresponding expansion of
majors, choosing a field of
study can be challenging.
During my last class for the
semester, I tell students how
to become rich. First, find
something you love. Second,
make sure people need it.

"People should always try and better
themselves, but sometimes they lose
motivation. The new year gives people
inspiration to start a new path... - when out of his or her element
And to the regular Rec goers
who are continuing their normal routines, make the new
people feel welcome.
At the very least don't make
them feel uncomfortable.
If somebody is wandering
around in the depths of the
facility, looking for the pool or
the racquetball courts, lead
them in the right path. They
will remember you for it
When I first started going
to the Rec regularly, I had this
idea in my head that everyone was thinking, "Look at the
fat kid trying to be like us."
However, this wasn't even
close to the truth.
One day, I was sitting in the
sauna (letting out some steam)
and I started talking to an older
gentlemen. I told him my fat
loss convictions, and he said he
was proud of me.

I still remember him to this
day telling me not to give up on
my goal
Be someone's inspiration.
Give them the confidence
they need to stick with
their resolution.
People should always try and
better themselves, but sometimes they lose motivation The
new year gives people inspiration to start a new path and
work toward becoming a better
person, whether it be physically or mentally.
There is a sense of satisfaction when completing a resolution and that satisfaction will
become a building block for
more challenging goals.
Let this new year be your
building block to a better life.

Respond to Slept urn at
thenews@bgnews.com

Be honest, true
with your emotions Math, science career paths not emphasized

Emotions: those thoughts
and feelings that make us
human. If these biological
sentiments are as familiar
to us as blinking or walking
to class, then why are we so
afraid to express them?

Yes, I know most of us offer
a hurried "1 love you" after our
parents call. We tell our significant others how much we
love or hate them (although
with some couples it's as predictable as Bowling Green's
weather). We post heart symbols all over Facebook like it's
going out of style.
See TARA | Page 5
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"Many satisfying and rewarding
careers are the result of rigorous
preparation, so choose your majors
with care and with an eye on your
future hiring potential."
Third, make sure they're
willing to pay for it. It's simple but not easy.
There's a lot of advice
about career planning these

days. "Follow your passion"
is one of the more common
SwPHIllPageS
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"Money won't buy

PHIL

From Page 4

bromides being bandied
about. It sounds deceitfully simple.
It's also incomplete and
misleading.
Sometime,
somehow,
somewhere, we will be faced
with obtaining the necessities of life.
It takes money to secure
these things. Money won't
buy happiness, but I've yet
to see a poor, destitute, yet
happy person. And some
careers are more financially
rewarding than others.
This leads to STEM —
an acronym for Science,
Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics.
It's no secret our nation
is falling behind in these
areas. It's also no secret that
the enrollment of American
students in these areas is
also falling.
The
United
States
Department of Education
states that while the number of college graduates
increased by about 29 percent between 2001 and 2009,
the number of graduates with
engineering degrees rose by
only 19 percent. The number with computer science or
information science degrees
actually fell by 14 percent.
Why the decline? Part of
the problem seems to be the
difficult and abstract nature
of introductory courses in
Ihese areas.
Part of the blame has
to be borne by some high
schools that do not prepare
students for the basic challenges of college academics.
And part of the problem lies
with the lack of effort by
college students.
Richard Arum of New York
University and lospia Roksa
of the University of Virginia
found that students in their
sample studied only 12 to 13
hours a wi«k, half the number of hours spent in 1960.
Students today are not
twice as smart, nor are their
courses twice as easy as 50
years ago.
A 2011 report by ACT (the
people who write the test)
states only 45 percent of 2011
high school graduates who
took the ACT test were prepared for college level math.

happiness, but I've
yet to see a poor,
destitute, yet
happy|person."
The number decreased to 30
percent for those who were
prepared for college level science courses.
The consequences are
serious.
As a nation, we are
becoming increasingly reliant on the international
community for our computational, scientific and
engineering expertise.
This does not portend well
for our future.
When
Sputnik
was
launched in October 1957,
the shock and embarrassment in America was
almost palpable.
The Soviet success inspired
an entire generation to pursue STEM careers.
These people have retired
and their successors are also
retiring. Who will take their
place? At the risk of provoking some of my liberal arts,
education and business colleagues, it won't be graduates
with liberal arts, education or
business degrees.
A career in STEM is not
for everyone. But the option
should not be ignored merely because the preparation
is arduous. Many satisfying
and rewarding careers are
the result of rigorous preparation, so choose your majors
with care and with an eye on
your future hiring potential.
A recent op-ed piece in the
Wall Street Journal noted a
growing demand for workers with unmarketable skills
who can be retrained into
fields such as plumbing, electrical and auto mechanics.
In response, a letter to
the editor noted that there
are plenty of workers with
unmarketable skills today —
liberal arts graduates.
The writer closed by
observing that the market will soon teach them
what their guidance
counselors and college
professors didn't.

Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com
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of bipolar disorder, the two
remainders unleashed their
less than obvious hatred for
From Page 4
the deserter.
"Look at her outfit," "I
Why then, I wonder, is it
hard to tell those we aren't can't believe she's talking to
related to or romantically him," and "God, I hate her"
involved with how we feel? were some of the comments
Why are we not honest with 1 overheard.
The difference between
people about how we feel?
Why do our opinions about talking to the girl and talking
people change if others behind her back were enough
to give me whiplash.
trunk differently?
Guys are no different to
Being a girl who has survived the horrors of high the newty popularized word
school and a year-and-a-half "frenemie." They might claim
of collegiate activity, I am very they like the new guy who
familiar with the ways some moved in down the hall, but
people interact and the dan- if others don't approve of him,
gerous game they play with their opinions make a 180.
These gossipers were
their emotions.
I'd see three girls charting expressing their emotions,
away, making a strong case for yes, but not in the right way.
If you like your friend then
becoming women's answer to
like her. Don't flip-flop your
the Three Musketeers.
However, my musings feelings just because your
about what a great friend- social atmosphere changes.
Don't approve of someship this trio enjoys is quickly
interrupted when one of the one? That's fine. If everygirls left. Like a clinical case body liked everybody, then

"The best thing
about emotions
is that you have
the option of not
spreading it."
the essential elements of
conflict and competition
would be lost. It's hard but
try to keep it to yourself.
The best thing about emotions is that you have the
option of not spreading it.
On the brighter side of the
sentiments scale, there are
those feelings of unrequited
love. We all undoubtedly go
through that painstaking task
of falling for someone and not
telling them.
We talk to our friends
and wonder "does he or she
like me?"
Sadly, some go through
their lives without gathering
the courage to tell someone
how they really feel. Good

business relationships, great
friendships or even happy
marriages can arise if people
just talked from their heart
and not from their head.
Tell them. Emotions,
like falling in love, can be
the greatest sensation in
the world.
On the flip side, emotions
can also be torture if you don't
handle them correctly.
If you dislike someone,
keep il to yourself. Most of
the time, hurting others only
hurts yourself.
If you like someone, don't
start disliking them just
because others do. Stay true
to yourself.
If you love someone, tell
them.
Whether it's for the first
time, or the millionth time,
everyone deserves to hear
that they are loved.

Respond to Tarn at
tlienews@bgnews.com
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New & Used
Textbooks
We pay cash for your
books year round!

When you adit 200 falcon Dollars to your
plan you get an additional 20!'

Wednesday, Jan 11
9am - 8pm
Thursday, Jan 12
9am - 7pm

dU

Friday, Jan 13
9am - 5:30 pm

Give|||way

Saturday, Jan 14
9am - 5pm

DININGOOJI

Buy a Commuter or Faculty/
Staff Meal Plan today to
enter the iPad Giveaway!
Simple enough!
How does it work?

o
0
0
'

Go to www.dineoncanipas.con/bgsu and
purchase a Commuter or Faculty/ Staff Plan.
You're then entered into the drawing for
the iPad Giveaway!
Enjoy the new semester and eat on campus
at the new Oaks and Carillon Place Dining
Centers! The drawing will be on Feb. 29th.

But I live on campus tni tlrtatly twt I Ueil Pltn.
Adding a Commute Plan to your residential plan gives you
more opportunities to eat at places like The Oaks and
Carillon Place!
www.din*oncamput.comfbgui
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Textbook Rental
Available in
Store and Online

Sunday, Jan 15
12pm - 5pm
Monday, Jan 16
10am - 7pm
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CONTRACT
From Page 1

cannot discuss specific
bargaining topics publicly, said Dave Kielmeyer,
University spokesperson,
in early August.
Typically bargaining topics include faculty salaries,
benefits and employment
terms and conditions.
Once the contract is finalized, it will be presented to
Faculty Association members for ratification and to
the Board of Trustees for
approval, Pauken said.
Representatives
from
both sides said they anticipate more frequent bargaining sessions throughout
the spring semester, as well
as increased research and
writing to prepare for contract proposals.
"A lot of the bargaining
work happens away from
the table, working with our
respective teams," Pauken
said. "It's definitely going to

be busy, but it's going to be
very productive. We've hit a
good stride."
Schocket agreed, citing
the "hundreds of hours"
of outside work Faculty
Association
members
clocked before and during negotiations.
"It's hard work, but
it's also exciting work,"
Schocket said. "This is what
we've been buildingto since
we started organizing several years ago. It's been a lot
of work over several years,
and as with any marathon,
it's really exciting to see the
finish line."
Any faculty member who
joins the Faculty Association
will be able to vote on the
contract, but it will affect all
University faculty members
when ratified. Schocket said.
Those interested in joining the Faculty Association
before the vote can visit
www.bgsu-fa.org or the
American Association of
University Professors website, www.aaup.org.

ADMINISTRATION'S
NEGOTIATING TEAM

COMBAT COMES ALIVE

■ Patrick Pauken. vke provost
for governance and faculty
relations
■ Jut* Barnes, a&sociate dean
for resources and planning.
College of Arts and Sciences
■ Gary Lee, chair. Department
of Sociology
■ William Mathis, chair,
Department oft Music
Performance Studies
■ Linda Petrosino. dean.
College of Health and
Human Services

FACULTY'S
NEGOTIATING TEAM
■ Candace Archer, associate
professor. Department of
Political Science
■ James Evans, professor.
Department of Geology
■ Alberto Gonzalez,
professor. Department of
Communication
■ Christina Guenther, associate
professor. Department of
German. Russian and East
Asian languages
■ Joel O'Dorisio. instructor.
Chapman Learning
Community

James R. Weinandy
Bankruptcy Attorney
Experienced
Free initial consultation
Payment plans considered

t

I help people Hie for bankruptcy.
I am a debt relief agency.

419-354-1244
441 Frazee Ave. Bowling Green

BYRON MACK I MBGNfflS

GLEN H0RDEMANN. graduate student (tight), battles Nathan "Jotm" Pierce in Dagwhir. a live action role play game "I like
Dagorhir because its exercise; you get to go outside and hit people with sticks," Hordemann said

START

From Page 1
BUY AND SELL BOOKS
If you forgot to sell your
books al fall semester's
close, don't worry — it isn't
too late.
Several bookstores on
and off campus — includingStudentBookExchange,
Beat the Bookstore and the
University Bookstore —
still offer cash for books
if the class is offered this
semester.
To save some time, visit
bgsu.edu/catalog/ and click
"course descriptions" to
check out this semester's list
of classes before heading to
a bookstore.
If the bookstores in town
aren't meeting your price
range, some students also
sell books year round on
websites such as Half.com,
Amazon.com or eBay.

MEAL PLAN'S ROLL
OVER FUNDS
Your meal plan was
replenished this week and
any funds you didn't use last
semester have been added
to your grand total.
Be sure to set a pace to
spend all of the funds before
the spring semester ends.
Meal plan dollars carry
over from fall to spring
semester but expire at
the end of the academic
year, according to Dining
Services' website.
For questions about
changing or upgrading
your meal plan, call Dining
Services at 419-372-7933.

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library

RUSHTOTHEREC

& SUMMIT TERRACE

The new year is a time for

resolutions for many, and
losing weight tends to be a
popular goal.
Last year, the Student
Recreation Center saw an
increase in the number of
students and faculty participating in group exercise
classes in the new year.
Since many people make
a resolution to lose weight,
the Rec may be extra busy
during the first few weeks
of classes.
Students can buy passes
at the Rec front desk to gain
access to the group exercise
classes. The fees for students
are $42 per semester.
The Rec is also offering
free body fat testing Tuesday
and Wednesday from 7 to
9 p.m.
For more information on
the Rec, call 419-372-2000.

CONSTRUCTION
COMPLETE-FOR NOW
The dawn of a new
semester opens pathways
to artistic productions,
meals and even some walking space near Kreischer
residence hall.
The completion of the
Wolfe Center in December
marks the end of a significant period of construction
in the University's history,
which also included the
Stroh Center and new dining and residence halls.
While there are discussions of major construction
in the future (including renovations to Hanna, Moseley,
South and University halls),
no construction timeline is
currently set.
With new classrooms and
production facilities open in
the Wolfe Center this semester, students can now fully

I NEW CUSTOMERS
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Check with the Bursar to
make sure you have handled any balances in your
account to avoid losing privileges as a student.
All accounts must be
paid or have an approved
payment arranged before
the first day of each semester. Accounts that are
unpaid could be charged
a $100 late payment fee.
according to the Office of
the Bursar's website.
If you have a balance due
for the month, payments
are expected on the 25th of
each month.
If payments are late, other
consequences can occur,
including postponement of
check-in time for on-campus
housing and suspension of
access to University residence
and dining facilities, according to the on-campus housing
and dining agreement.
Check MyBGSU under
"My Financial Aid Status" to
make sure all your aid is set
in place.
If you have questions or
need to set up a payment
plan, contact the Bursar at
419-372-2815 or go to bgsu.
edu/offices/bursar.
If you decide to drop a
class after paying for it, you
will be refunded 90 percent during the first week
of classes, according to the
Office of the Bursar website. A full refund was available before the first day of
the semester.
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507 E. Merry $525.00

START SECURELY
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Visit BGNews.c om TUesday for
A recap of Monday night's
A brief about 2011 music sales and
Undergraduate Student
trends, including Lady Gaga, Nicki
Government meeting.
Minaj and Adele.

Offite:400E.NapoleanRd-419.352.9135
Email: winthrop#gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. Sat 11 am-3pm

Call us about our current specials!

320 Elm St. $560.00

benefit from the first phase
of the campus master plan
without barriers of construction fences, including
the green space around the
Wolfe Center.
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> 3 laundromats

> Free Basic Cable
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m,
lugh his first few
days as Mayor of Howling Green.
Richard Edwards is finishing his
return to the city and moving to the
Mayor's office by adding a "touch" of
his own personality.
"fhere's just a couple of (ouches here
and there yet," Edwards said. "Just a few
more things to go. but I think I'll keep it |the
decor] to a minimum."
Edwards' office only displays a few decorations,
including an award he received for Bowling Green Citizen
of the Year in 2008—just one of the honors and positions in
Edwards' career.
Edwards was sworn in Dec. 28., adding mayor to a list that
also includes several jobs at the University. His first official
day, Jaa 3, ended with a city council meeting.
"It all went very well," Edwards said. "Luckily, no one has
called me yet at 12 a.m. with a problem."
Although Edwards has only been in office a little more
than a week. Municipal Administrator John 1-awcett and
former Mayor lohn Quinn have been transitioning Edwards
into his position since fall 2011.
"The relationship 1 have with Dick is very similar to my
relation with lohn Quinn," Fawcett said. "Couldn't ask for a
smoother transition."
Fawcett has known Edwards for the past 25 years and has
worked with him on and off for the past 15. If Fawcett were
to have chosen Quinn's successor, he would have "handpicked" Edwards, he said.
"The respecl I have for Dick Edwards is only growing over

GORDON
From Page 1

hours than last semester ...
so I'll have a lot of time on
my hands," he said.
Gordon said he was able
to balance a campaign and
a larger school work load,
so he has no problem with
the amount of work ahead
of him.
He plans on attending

Undergraduate Student
Government meetings to
get a sense of any problems
and to get to know his constituents better.
Junior Ryan Albrecht,
USG liaison, said Gordon
will do a fantastic job representing the constituents
as a whole, taking both
University and city needs
into consideration.
As liaison, it is Albrecht's
job to inform USG about

the years,"
Fawcett
said. "His philosophy of
management is to seek
and serve the citizens, the best we can."
Edwards said he never thought he would ever "have the
chance to return to Bowling Green," but is excited to continue working with Fawcett while also working with people
from the University again.
"I'm looking forward lo a new relationship with the
University and working with Mazey and faculty, staff and
students," Edwards said.
One student and member of city council working with
Edwards is Daniel Gordon, a senior at the University who
was elected to city council Nov. 8.
"It's going to do a lot in bringing the campus and city
together," Gordon said. "We'll be able to do a bolter job of
that now."
Gordon said he is looking forward lo achieving such goals
with Edwards, who he described as "very nice, personable

legislation that can effect
students and to also work
with council members on
any proposed USG legislation.
The last legislation that
made its way to city council was an immunity clause
proposed last year regarding special instances of
underage drinking. The legislation ullimately did not
pass due to a similar ordinance already in effect.
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"Anything that USG presents to council
Daniel and I will work together to
present it the best way possible."
Ryan Albrecht | USG Liaison

By having city council members attend USG
meetings,
negotiations
can be better handled.
Albrecht said.
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Since Gordon was a former USG member and
attended meetings during
his campaign, it will make
future discussions smooth-
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Welcome Back
to the Spring Semester
MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Birchwood (small pet allowed)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
(Mini Storage Rentals also Available)

er. Albrecht said.
"Anythinglhat USG pres
ents to council, Daniel and
I will work together to present ii the besi way possible,"
he said
USG is very proud to see a
Student follow his dreams.
Albrecht said.
Gordon's election demonstrates how one individual
can slep up and make a difference in the city and on
campus. Albrecht said.
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and approachable
While EdwardsJ Citizen of the Year
award is one ol only a few decoralions hanging m his office so far, he
has worked throughout Ohio and in
Washington, D.(.
While al the University, Edwards
previously worked as a journalism
teacher, secretary lo theBoardofTrustees
and vice presideni of University relations.
Edwards even worked with President Mary
Ellen Mazey when he left the University in
1984 to be senior vice president at Wright State
University.
It's a real pleasure to work wilh University President
Mazey again," Edwards said.
Edwards was a member of the presidential search committee that chose Mazey and was part of the inaugural
committee lhat helped plan her inauguration celebration
in December.
Before becoming Mayor, Edwards also worked as Wood
County administrator for about six years, he said.
Despite his long and involved career, Edwards said he
hesitated at first when asked to run for Mayor of Bowling
Green.
"When Mayor Quinn and some others asked me. I held
off for about six weeks," Edwards said.
When Edwards, a Republican, announced his run lor
mayor in December 2010 at Grounds For Thought, citizens
and politicians from both parties were there t< > suppi in him.
".Some of my friends who are Demi Krai s run asked miif I would consider running as an Independent," Edwards
■aid. "Il was very humbling The local newspaper and si me
of the editors said the election was already over.'
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Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price . .
FREE. You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2011 Federal
Form 1040EZ. For more information, please visit us at
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Oglesby s record paces Falcons during winter break
By Ryan SatkowUk
Sports Editor

The BG men's basketball team
posted a 2-3 record during
winter break, with a recordsetting performance and a
huge opening Mid-American
Conference win highlighting
the team's slate of games.
The Falcons started
break with a 74-60 loss
to No, 10 Michigan State.
They rebounded with a win
against Florida International
before dropping back-toback games to Duquesne and
Texas-San Antonio.
To close break, the team
scored an upset victory
against conference foe Ohio
University, who brought a
12-2 record into the game.
While the team sits at 7-7
overall after break, it has an

important 1-0 record in conference play.
Also during break, forward
Torian Oglesby set an NCAA
men's record for most consecutive field goals made in
the team's 86-79 overtime loss
to Texas-San Antonio. During
a seven-game stretch, dating back to BG's 60-53 loss to
Western Kentucky on Dec. 4,
Oglesby made 26 consecutive
shots, breaking the record set
by American University's Ray
Voelkelinl978.
In the record-setting
game, Oglesby scored 20
points on 10-for-10 shooting — breaking the school
record for most shots made
in a game without missing—
adding 13 rebounds.
Oglesby did not miss a shot
during break until his first
shot against Ohio, where he

went 2-for-3 shooting with
nine rebounds.
The
Falcons
also
received strong individual
performances from A'uston
Calhoun, lordon Crawford
and Scott Thomas during the team's five games
during break.
Calhoun continued his
scoring outburst, scoring in
double figures four of the five
games BG played. Overall,
he averaged 13.6 points per
game and six rebounds per
game during break, including
game-highs with 24 points
and eight rebounds in an
86-76 loss to Duquesne.
Crawford was once again
a force for BG on both ends
of the court, averaging 13
points per game, 5.2 assists
per game and 1.6 steals
per game during break. He

paced the Falcons with 16
points against both TexasSan Antonio and Ohio,
while adding 11 assists
against the Roadrunners
and four steals against
Florida International.
Thomas continues to prove
he is arguably the team's
best all-around player with
a strong effort during break.
He averaged 12.4 points per
game, 7.2 rebounds per game,
3.4 assists per game and 2.6
steals per game.
He had double-doubles
against Florida International
(18 points, 11 rebounds) and
Ohio (10 points, 10 rebounds),
and had four steal games in
those games as well.
The Falcons are back in
action Wednesday at 7 p.m. at
the Stroh Center against MAC
opponent Akron.

TONYCLEETON I THtBGNEWS
JORDON CRAWFORD. BG guard, drives the ball up court dunng the Falcons'
87-44 win against the Malone Pioneers earlier this season.

Falcons win five of six
games during break

GIUY HANSON I THE BG NEWS
RYAN CARPENTER BG forward, beats Ohio State goalie Cal Heeter for the game-winning shootout goal in BG's 5-2 win Saturday night

Shootout sweep
Falcons sweep No. 2 Ohio State with a pair of shootout victories
By Matt Ny.
Reporter

The BG hockey team came
out on Fire Saturday night
against No. 2 Ohio State, tying
the Buckeyes 2-2 in regulation
and earning an extra point in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association standings for a
shootout victory.
The Falcons started early as
freshman Ted Pletsch scored
2:29 into the game. Fellow
freshman Marcus Perrier
threw a shot at Buckeye goalie
Cal fleeter that deflected off
of him for a rebound chance
for Pletsch. He didn't miss
his opportunity to put the
Falcons up 1-0.
The Falcons played great
defense the rest of the first
period, and Hammond
saved all six shots the
Buckeyes attempted.
The second period was
more of the same for the
Falcons; they were intense
and flew around the ice to
fetch every loose puck. The

Falcons struck again, this
time shorthanded. Marc
Rodriguez got the puck and
took it all the way down the
ice on a 2-on-l advantage
and scored a goal through
the five hole of Heeter. The
goal from Rodriguez was his
first of the season.
The Falcons held a 2-0 lead
into the third period before
the Buckeyes woke up. The
Falcons held a 20-11 shot
advantage heading into the
third period.
Once again the Falcons
played solid defense for the
first 10 minutes of the period.
With five minutes to go, the
Buckeyes scored twice to send
the game into overtime. They
got goals from Al McLean and
Max McCormick.
The Buckeyes had a chance
to win in regulation with a
breakaway chance that
Hammond saved.
Neither team could score in
cwatime so it went to a shootout.
In the shootout, Alex
Szczechura scored for the

Buckeyes. Bryce Williamson
tied up the shootout 1-1.
Both second attempts failed
and then Tanner Fritz got
his chance blocked by
Hammond, so it set up the
game winner for Ryan
Carpenter. Carpenter skated
to Heeter and gave a shoulder move and drilled the puck
into the back of the net for the
shootout win.
Coach Chris Bergeron said
he is taking positives from the
shootout win.
"We haven't had a lot of positives lately... and this tonight
was a positive," Bergeron
said. "We need to get to a level
above where we are now,
meaning having consistent
focus, intensity and execution. I am extremely proud of
our guys."
The start of game two was
filled with great defense and
missed opportunities to score
for both teams. The Buckeyes
came out mad and played a
very physical first period.
There was no score at the end

of the period and the shots
were 8-7 Buckeyes.
The second period continued the physical play and
stellar defense. At the 11:31
mark of the second period,
the Buckeyes finally broke
through Hammond in the
net when Chris Crane threw
a shot on net and McCormick
deflected the puck off
Hammond and trickled into
the side of the net.
The third period was a
flashback of the previous
night but this time the Falcons
had to come from behind.
The Buckeyes played great
defense for 19 minutes. The
Falcons pulled Hammond on
a power-play and had a 6-on4 advantage to try to score.
Adam Berkle made a rush
at Heeler and Cam Wojtala
made a rebound shot to tie
the game at 1-1 with just 56
seconds left in regulation.
Neither team could score in
See HOCKEY | Page 9

ByMicfekWyxxU

Alexis

Assistant Sports Editor

Rogers
Posted a doubledouble in BG's
last two games

BG women's basketball was
near perfect with a 5-1 record
during break.
Breaking season records
across the boards, the Falcons
earned 10 nonconference
wins for the sixth consecutive
year, which is a Mid-American
Conference record.
They are currently 2-0 in
MAC play.
BG's first and only loss came
early in the break against
Creighton University, 49-47.
The difference of the game
was a three-point shot from
the hands of guard Carli Tritz
with just 1:11 left in the game;
she was perfect from the threepoint line that night.
The Falcons led much of the
first half but were outscored
by a point, 26-25, going into
the second half. They trailed
the Blue Jays through the second until Danielle Havel tied
it up with a three and Allison
Papenfuss took the lead with
a jumper.
"UMmately they made one
more big play than we did"
said coach Curt Miller.
The loss clipped a sevengame winning streak for BG.
The Falcons rebounded
quickly and started another
winning streak with a recordsetting win, 91-41, against
Madonna at the Stroh Center.
Noelle Yoder led the team
with 14 points, along with a
balanced attack from Havel
and lone senior Jessica Slagle,
with 13 points each.
The Falcons out-rebounded
the Crusaders 60-27. Jill Stein
led the team with 11 on the
board, a season best for her.
Despite a lopsided score,
Madonna kept within 30 points
of the Falcons through the first
10 minutes of the second half,
but it was a pair of free throws
from Papenfuss that sparked a
19-2 run, which stretched the
deficit even more.
"I think this game we just
really tried to work on ourselves to get better," Yoder said.
"We found a lot more confidence shooting the ball."
The
Falcons
beat
Wyoming 60-53 to finish
their nonconference sched-

ule after the holiday.
Slagle paced the team with
16 points, 12 from the foul line.
Slagle played point guard most
of the game, allowing her continual success from the line.
The Cowboys led 16-8 early
in the game, but the Falcons
hit three three-pointers in
their 11-2 stretch to take a 19-1B
lead with little more than eight
minutes to play in the half.
Fresh out of the halftime
gates, Wyoming put 10 points
in between them and BG.
Both teams went back-andforth with scoring drives, but
the Falcons pulled away with
the win in the last minutes of
the game.
The Falcons followed suit
with Colorado State and finished their road trip with a win.
In their last nonconference
game, BG poured a 70-57
victory on the Rams, led by
ChrissySteffen.
She led all stat categories with 25 points, seven
rebounds, four assists and
three steals.
"She was confident and
stepped up and took shots,"
Miller said. "She carried us in
the first half."
With her efforts against
Wyoming and CSU, she was
named MAC Player of the
Week on Jan. 2. She averaged
20 points in the two wins
and went 35 percent from the
three-point line.
BG led early with a layup
from Alexis Rogers, but fell
behind by nine. After stalling,
the Falcons chipped away at
the Rams' 13-4 lead and went
into the locker room up 32-25.
The Falcons continued to
score in the second half and
shut down any CSU attempt to
regain the lead
The win was a special one for
Miller. He was the Rams' associate head coach for three years
before starring his career with
the Falcons in 2001, and this
See WOMEN'S | Page 10

SWIMMING

GYMNASTICS

SOCIAL MEDIA

Florida meet canceled
The BG swim team was scheduled to compete in a Florida swim meet during winter
break. However, that meet was canceled.
BG's next meet is Jan. 21 at Buffalo.

Falcons finish third in
Lexington quad-meet
For a recap of the game see
page 9
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sports department on Facebook.
Log on to your account and search
"BG News Sports" to become a fan.

Follow us for breaking news and
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KASEY FILLMORE BG gymnast performs het routine during a meet at Anderson Arena this past season.
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Falcons finish third in first quad meet
ByDanMSnm
Reporter

The BG gymnastics team
experienced both success and
disappointment in its season
opener, placing third in a challenging quad meet against No.
4 Oklahoma, No. 23 Kentucky
and
Wisconsin-Oshkosh
at the Kentucky Classic in
Lexington, Ky.
The Falcons finished with
a team score of 188.925, besting
Wisconsin-Oshkosh
(174.725). but falling short
of Oklahoma (195.875) and
Kentucky (194.325).
BG opened the meet powerfully on fl(x>r exercise and
vault, keeping pace with
Kentucky and Oklahoma. The
team struggled on the uneven
bars and balance beam, however, amassing six falls during
12 routines in the second half
of the meet.
"We had an outstanding
first half," coach Kerrie Beach

said. "We really faltered on
bars and I think that affected
the confidence level going
into beam."
Freshman Jamilah Ali
placed second in the allaround, scoring 37.775 over
four routines for the Falcons.
Fellow newcomers Gina
Locigno and Alex Porter also
contributed hit routines.
"The freshmen really
stepped up," Beach said. "I
know that they were nervous
coming into this meet and
it was nice to see them step
up to that challenge. It really
speaks to the bright future of
the program."
Megan Valentini competed
the first routine of 2012 for the
Falcons, scoring a 9.7 on floor
exercise.' Her' performance'
paved the way for five more
strong routines and a 48.425
on the event, highlighted by
Danielle Wishart's 9.75.
The momentum carried
over to the next event, where

Lacey Swords (9.7), Ali (9,725),
Wishart (9.75) and Dawn
Christman (9.775) all landed
difficult vaults, totaling 48.5.
The Falcons hit a snag on
the uneven bars, as Megan
Harrington, Ali and Swords
all came off the bar. Monica
Eaton put up the best score
for the Falcons — a 9.475 for
a routine featuring a unique
full-twisting release move and
B double layout dismount.
"We knew bars was going
to be a weaker area for us,"
Beach said. "I think they
lost their confidence after
one person was off just a
little bit. They're going to
have to learn that no matter
what the person does before
you, you tvwe to be ready
for your ronftie."
•*•*
Difficulties continued on
the balance beam, with falls
from Christman. Wishart
and Eaton. Valentini came
through again for the Falcons
with a steady routine scoring

9.625. Ali matched that score
in the anchor position, dutifully completing the most difficult routine in the BG lineup.
"It was a little overwhelming when I walked in," Ali said.
"But I'm good under pressure
and 1 knew it was the last routine and the whole team was
counting on me. So I just did
what 1 had to do."
Beach hopes the Falcons'
mixed experience at the
Kentucky Classic will motivate them to work even harder
in preparation for the home
opener next week.
"They have to leam to stay
focused through the whole
entire meet," Beach said.
"That takes some real effort,
so we're goinalo have to conAhuetiiwmonthat."
The Falcons open their
home schedule Saturday,
hosting
Mid-American
Conference rival Central
Michigan at 6 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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the remaining seconds so the
game went to overtime again.
In overtime the Falcons had
a couple of chances, but 1 leeter
came up big with many key
saves. The game ended in a tie
and headed to a shootout.
The first three shots for
both teams were stopped by
the goalies wtai Nick Oddo
delivered for the Buckeyes
and put them up 1-0 in the
shootout. Berkle then tied the
shootout 1-1. The Buckeyes
were stopped and then it was
Rodriguez with the winning
shootout goal earning the

Falcons an extra point in the
CCI1A standings for the second night in a row.
Bergeron said he was
pleased with the play and how
the team kept fighting.
"Our effort was good."
Bergeron said. "We are gaining some momentum, and we
want them to be happy with
themselves and their play
tonight. I was proud that our
guys stood straight up to them
and punched back."
Hammond was back on his
game and said this was a step in
the right direction for the team.
'This series was important
to building confidence for the
rest of the season and into the
playoffs," he said.
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* Reduced Rotes in 2011 •
* Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases *

BGNewsSportsBloq.bioqspotcom

* Minutes from BGSU •
• Pet friendly community •
• Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

for additional coverage on sports
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/ 100 off security
deposit for 2012
sd ool year if lease
si ned before

fir 2-* Ml

It 112

MUST SHOW COUPON TO
REUEVE DISCOUNT

419.425.8680
1789 E. MELR0SE AVE
FINDLAY, OH 45840
BI0LIFEPLASM

GO TO GYM. □
EAT HEALTHY, i
SAVE A LIFE, Ef

DECEIVE UP TC

$220
IN A MONTH!,

7

FINALLY, A RESOLUTION
YOU WANT TO KEEP.

I0H NIW OONORS OR PREVIOUS
DONORS WHO HAVEN'T DONATED IN
Sl» MONTHS OR MORI
■

LASMA.COM!

128 Manville $1400.00
523 N. Enterprise $1200.00
330 N. Church $575.00

IMewlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

Three/Four bedroom houses
• Close to campus

■■.
SPORTS

IQjtoiday, January 9 & Tuesday, January )0,2012

WOMEN'S
From Page 8

was his first game back to CSU
on the other side of the court.
A new year brings a new
record, 2-0. The Falcons
knocked down two conference opponents at home —
Kent State and Akron.
Steffen and Rogers both put
up double doubles — 27-10
and 16-11, respectively — in
their 76-57 win against Kent.
After the graduation of last
season's seniors, Steffen said
she is getting used to being
considered a "go-to" player.
"1 think my rok' has changed
a lot this year," she said. "I
think in the beginning I felt a
lot of pressure on myself, so I
just needed to relax and play
like I normally do."

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

llw IKI Wu swill iu)i knowingly a

..,.:

•ocouiifB dtoa niton IHIHI mj
uidivKiii.il in group on dM butt of ram
TCX. color, mill, religion. n.iti<»i<l orl
gin. *cxuii orientation dfeohHty; HMM
as.iMIIMII ixondwbuliofMfoihor
li,',llK pmli-i Itil st Jill*.

Help Wanted
PT Cashier, 5-20 hrs/wk, $11/hr
Must have evening and weekend
availability Prior customer service
required Apply in person al Aldi:
1010 Main Street. BG. OH

Overall, BG had a 52-28
rebounding advantage, which
led to 28 second chance points.
BG opened with four points
and Kent answered back with
five. Once Havel got things
rolling the Falcons led 37-23
at the half.
Both teams' alternating
efforts in the second half held
on until late, when Steffen hit a
three-point shot to turn a ninepoint lead into 19.
BG got some TV time and
another MAC win against
Akron on Saturday.
Rogers led the team in a
62-58 comeback win against
the Zips, which was aired on
SportsTimeOhio.
Slagle. with 14 points on the
game, said Rogers single-handedly kept them in the game.
"|Rogers| got a lot of huge
rebounds she probably doesn't

even realize," Slagle said. "A lot
of shots were falling and she
was right there to get them,"
With a season-best 26 points
and 14 rebounds, she had a
double-double in the second
half alone, with 19 points and
10 rebounds.
For the 10th consecutive game, the Falcons outrebounded their opponent —
in this case, it was 53-41.
The rebounds were a crucial
part of the first half, considering BG only shot 20 percent
from the field, compared to
43.8 percent in the second half.
A valiant effort from the Zips
came from Sina King, who
led her team v.ith 17 points;
closely following was Jasmine
Mushington with 15.
Overall against the Zips, the
Falcons are 47-2 and a perfect
25-0 at home.

For Rent

For Rent

1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Waler!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts. com

Houses lor rent. 4-5 BR, 2 baths.
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo. call 419-340-2500

3 BR house tor rent, includes
W/D. very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800
311 Ridge - Nice 3 BR home,
available Fall 2012
Call 419-352-5882.
312 N. Enlerprise, 3 BR home,
avail Fall 2012.
Call 419-352-5882.
424 E. Wooster.large 3BR apt.
Avail Fall 2012. $950/mo.
ullls included Call 419-352-5882.

Special Notices

Large 4-5BR house zoned lor up
lo 5 people w/ 2 kitchens.
2 baths, close to downtown
$1200/mo, call 419-308-1191

Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174

For Rent
1. 2. 3 a 4 BR houses.
near downtown. $499-S999/mo.
Call 419-356-5437

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 2012:
Some pet friendly,
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
114 Ridge Street.
118 Clay Street.
812 Third Street,
606 Filth Street.
131 Church Street,
202 East Merry,
226 East Merry,
133 Georgia Ave - 2BR house
For more info call 419-308-2456.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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ACROSS
1 Soccer great Mia
5 Spider's creations
9 "Beat it!*
14 Steinbeck's Tom Joad. e.g.
15 Afghanistan's western neighbor
16 Fabric with a repeated scenic
pattern
17 National consensus
20 Metal playing marble
21 Sincere
22 Propelled with sculls
23 Camemberl cousin
24 Malice
27 Cooks on a spit
32 Biol. or chem.
35 Burn soothers
37 Turn on a pivot
38 Deerstalker's excitement
42 Grows darker
43 Clark Kent's birth name
44 Sound of fan support
45 Garlicky shrimp dish

48
50
52
56
60
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

ISt-\ \\-' I

1 "In what way?"
2 Japanese canine
3 Long-distance runner
4 Brawls
5 Hi-tech airport connection
6 One-named Deco artist
7 Scroogean exclamation
8 Derisive look
9 More than mono
10 Masked critter
11 Ready for picking
12'_ well that ends
well"
13 Track competition
18 Longtime chum
19 Part of a poker full
house
23 Bovine hybrid
25 Unwell
26 Stole
28 Volcanic output
29 Defamatory remark
30 Yellowfin or albacore
31 Fourth man
32 Norms: Abbr.
33 Fashionable
55
34 Culinary author
56
Rombauer
57
36 WWII Normandy battle 58
Site

Ran at an easy pace
Not taken in by
Hairdresser Sassoon
"The Four Seasons* composer
Rock fissure
Dark, quiet period
Davis who was married to
Ruby Dee
Word with pyramid or chain
Cut down on 65-Across
Hymn of praise
Females with pig tails
Means' justifiers
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ScrMD Printing * Embroidery
Promotional Products
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Aardvark
123 S. Main St. • BG
419-354-6686
aardvarkspe.com
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20112-13 SY Leases.
3BR house. W/D. central air,
dishwasher. S700/mo.
Avail May 15,2012.
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath, S275/mo S $350'mo
Call 419-601 -3225 lor more into!

intramural
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DACOR
<fr? www.dacor.net
or call 419.352.3568
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Doctrinal suffix
Cool, like a cat
Craps natural
Hay fevef sufferer's
nemesis
_ -European languages
Split
Petty quarrels
"Bon appetit," from
mom
Was sore after a
workout
Riga natives
Cognac bottle letters
■
Small World"
Carpenter's clamp
Et _: and others
Vittles
Cincinnati team
Also
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